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27 Internationaler König-Pokal
City Halle (ST)

Sporthalle Brandberge
Kreuzvorwerk 30, 06120 Halle

Nation Germany

Date Mar 20, 2022

Participation INTERNATIONAL OPEN
The number of participants is unlimited.
A valid DFB fencing pass is a starting requirement for German fencers. Adolescents under the age
of 18 need a health certificate (not older than 365 days).
It is not permitted to participate on multiple competitions per competition day.

Quota None

Referees Entries ind. Per club 3 - 5 6 - 8 9 - 11 12 - 14 15 +

Mandatory referees 1 2 3 4 5

Fine per tournament Not possible Not possible Not possible Not possible Not possible
Referees must be provided based on the total entries per day.
The referees activity is not paid by the organizer.

Federation Fechterbund Sachsen-Anhalt e.V.

Club Fechtcentrum Halle e.V.

Organizer Fechterbund Sachsen-Anhalt e.V. / Fechtcentrum Halle e. V.

Contact Steve Glinka, 0170/4317674, sportwart@fechterbund-sachsen-anhalt.de

Fechtcentrum Halle, fechtcentrum_halle@web.de

Further information https://fencing.ophardt.online/en/widget/event/22291
View entries and results

Entries Entries to: https://fencing.ophardt.online/
 only by: Clubuntil Mar 13, 2022

Cancel until Mar 17, 2022
E-Mail: sportwart@fechterbund-Sachsen-Anhalt.de

Day Entry
desk
close

Begin Continued Finals Competition allowed Quota Entry fee

20.03. 09:00 10:00 Foil Women's I U17 2005 - 2008 €25.00

Equipment check Day Time Day Time Competition

19.03. 16:00
until
17:00

20.03. 07:30
until
09:30

Foil Women's U17 Individual

Referee meeting 20.03. 09:00 Foil

Payment Payment Surcharge Remarks
Cash +€0.00 +0.00%

Competition manager Wilfried Gsching

Tournament officials Wilfried Gsching, Steve Glinka, Thomas Riedel

Rules and legal The event takes place according to FIE regulations.

Liability Organizer assume no liability. All participants are for responsible for the personal equipment.

Jurisdiction The participants submit to the jurisdiction of the Fechterbund Sachsen-Anhalt e.V.
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Image / TV rights The participants and their legal representatives declare that they agree to a publication of their
names, clubs and year of birth as the as the competition data.. The fencer / legal representative
declares his consent to the production, distribution and display of images, sound and film during the
competitions. This consent is free of charge, has unlimited territorial and temporal validity and
applies to the right to the image as well as the general right of personality. It includes all media, but
in particular the right to reproduce recordings in print, TV shows and the Internet. There is the
possibility, but no obligation, to give the name.

Equipment Equipment according to definition DFB.
http://www.fechten.org/fileadmin/user_upload/Ausruestungsvorschriften_ab_1.8.21_UPDATE.pdf

Accomodation Tryp by Wyndham Halle
Neustädter Passage 5
06122 Halle
phone: +49 345 69310
mail:info@tryphalle.com
web: www.tryphalle.com
Reservation under the keyword: "Fencing"

Catering No food is provided on site.

Remarks Entering the gym is only allowed with sneakers or flat shoes!
At the time of the competition the regulations which are in force in the context of the Corona
pandemic of the german state, the federal state of Saxony-Anhalt, the city of Halle and higher-level
Sports associations have to followed.
For this reason, it is possible that the schedule for material control and competition must be
short-term adapted and no cafeteria can take place. About changes we will promptly inform.
Please check the announcement again before arrival.


